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Re: Creating a transparent culture
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Hari Om Bert,
Thanks for the crystal it is very clear.
We'll discuss at the next coordination meeting but I'm confident that the suggestions will
be accepted and implemented quickly.
There are two tricky areas, in green below.
Public Communication
I suggest that we consider placing a tab on our Website that leads to a
statement of the Ashram's Transparency in Dealings, This page should contain
statements to the effect of:
- A policy of zero tolerance
- willingness and history of referring offenders to the police
- Compassionate dealings with and support for victims.
- Current measures in place to protect individuals from risk
- 100% compliance with child protection guidelines.
- other
I will have to check the details but i don't think there has been a willingness to report
people to the police. I think this will need more discussion with you whenever you are out
next. This is a cultural issue which needs some clear guidelines in place so people know
where the line is and at which point it is appropriate to refer. In my last work place i
attending a large forum/professional development day on child abuse and this was the key
issue. People not wanting to refer matters on in case they were not correct in their own
appraisal of the situation.
Compassionate dealings... we'll need to get some runs on the board before putting that
anywhere. Aiming to be able to have it there within 6 months to a year.
Wheels are turning, thanks for your support it really is invaluable to shedding light on
some shady corners. I'll be in touch after our next meeting. As for sleeping dogs i think this
one is more like a thorn that niggles, better to have it out and let it heal.
om shanti
Yoga
"Each day watch the colours of your mind,
until the light shines clearly" ~ SSS

Swami Yogasandhan
Education
Satyananda Yoga Academy
300 Mangrove Creek Rd
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- other
Dealings with Historic Victims and new Complainants  
New complainants are dealt with on the basis that their issues are taken
serious, confidentially and in according with the Grievance Policy.
Historic Complainants must approached head-on and be treated with
compassion irrespective of whether the experience was real or not. From the
victim's perspective the experience is 'real' and we are not in a position to
judge.
The goal is to genuinely provide a forum for these individuals to be heard, for
the ashram to recognise and acknowledge their suffering. In so doing the
negative social media statements may be minimised. The 'victim' should be
offered to have a support person present, have no legal caveats imposed and
have no confidentiality consideration imposed. I suspect that there are no
residual legal issues that are relevant anymore anyway.
The advantage of this approach is twofold, a) its offers the victim support and
caring; b) it protects the Ashram in this approach can be used to defend
ourselves because we 'did the right thing'.
Legal options
I have not spoken to my legal associate but am very confident that the ashram
has a right to issue a 'cease and desist' order and also take legal action for
defamation and damaging the brand.
This is not a preferred option in that, even though legally appropriate, could be
a PR disaster and damage the brand.
hopes this makes sense.
Cheers
Bert
  
On Tuesday, December 3, 2013, Yogasandhan wrote:I suspect that there are
no residual legal issues that are relevant anymore.
Hi Bert,
How's 2013 winding up for you?
Something we'd like your advice and insights on; below is a post someone
put on FB. He lived here as a teenager and is obviously still scarred by it. In
the past the ashrams policy seems to have been one of just ignore it but now
given the power of social media that game plan may not be so effective. The
same man left comments alongside Family Yoga posts to the effect of don't
take your children there it's a cult full based on pedophilia. The teacher who
reported it to us said around 900 people had viewed it before she removed
the comments.
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